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Introduction

Previous work on boundary layer separation in supersonic nozzles has
been almost exclusively
concerned with plain convergent-divergent
shapes;
In the
Reference 1 summarises the present state of knonledge in this field.
absence of mechsnical variability,
the off-design
performance of this type
is governed by internal
over-expansion of
of propelling
nozzle in an aircraft
the flon, thus depending upon separation characteristics,
and hence upon the
It has been
state of the boundary layer - Tlhether laminar or turbulent,
suggested that a critical
level of Reynolds number can be used as an indicator of whether the boundary layer in a nozzle is fully turbulent,
and a
value for this critical
Reynolds number has been deduced' for sxisymmetric
convergent-divergent
nozzles.
Of current interest
for certain aircraft
applications
are oropelling
nozzles L?hich consist of a centrabody snd parallel
outer shroud 2y3 (see
Figure 1).
It is normally arranged that the shroud is translated
relative
to the centrebody, so as to avoid internal
over-expansion of the florr indeed, this is the guiding principle
behind the success of this design.
Internal
separation per se, in these nozzles, is not therefore of great
importance.
But a knoTTlodge of the state of the boundary layer is nevcrtheless necessary, especially
for instance in estimating
the effects of
friction.
Thus it vrould evidently bc of interest
to discover whether a
similar
criterion
in terms of a critical
Reynolds number obtains in the case
And the most conof a centrebody nozzle as in a convergent-divergent.
venient means of exploring boundary layer stat e in a nozzle is by a study of
separation behaviour.
2.0

Test equipment

The exTcrimenta1 arrangement nas the ssmc as that described in
Reference 2, nith provision for testing in both quiescent air and external
flow.
The model, shotm diagrammatically
in Figure I, was of similar type to
those previousl$ tested2y3.
(Details of construction
may be seen in
Figures 5 and 6 of Reference 2.)
In this case the conical centrebody halfangle was 15O, the design pressure ratio nominally 20, and the shroud used
throughout was fTo. 6 in the series mentioned in Table I of Reference 3.
This gave a value of approximately
17 for the internal
expansion pressure
ratio+.
A large number of static pressure tappings was fitted
in the
centrebody surface from throat to-,-Jards the tip, 28 being used in these
tests.
Dry air was supplied
around 3O'C.

to

the rig

at pressures

up to 5 atm and at

The flotJ system

3.0

Vhen a centrebody nozzl e of this type, with shroud sufficiently
long to give a large measure of internal
expansion, is operated at low
exhaust pressure ratio,
a flow pattern mill be crcatod after the manner
f

This
qufintity
relations.

is based upon plane annular areas and one-dimensioml

isentropic

-4of Figure 2.
Separation shocks must develop from both shroud and dentrewhen these are generated far enough upstream, they will intersect
bow;
and produce brsnche s which impinge on opposite walls of the annular divergent passage,
One may therefore expect to see, under certain conditions,
a centrebody pressure distribution
consisting
of two regions of compression,
corresponding in turn to the initial
centrebody separation shock, and to the
impinging shroud separation shock.
It seems likely
that the pressure rise at separation on both shroud
and centrebody will,
under appropriate operating conditions,
conform approximately to the general correlation
established in Reference 1 for convergentdivergent nozzles.
This vx found to be apparently independent of'nozzle
area ratio,
of mall divergence angle within a considerable range, of specific
heat ratio) and of Rhether the nozzle is axisymmetric or tv;o-dimensional
in
form.
The pressure rise across the shock-homdary-layer
interaction
trhich
produces separation is in fact mainly governed by the local &,ch number of
Applying this
the flot;j and by the boundary layer state before separation.
conclusion to an anilular nozzle, it is evident that the overall pressure rise
experienced across an intersecting
system of se>arction shocks, as in
Figure 2, will considerably excGG
a-d the pressure rise in a nozzle llith only a
single wall perimeter.
If, to a first
approximation,
the shock branches are
all of similar
strength, then the overall pressure rise on the centrebody
nozzle.
would be roughly tnice that on the nail of a convergent-diver,t
(This, of course, ignores any feed-back effect of overall pressure rise i.e. of effects downstream of the first
shock-boundary-layer
interaction
on the incipient
Nach number, and hence on the position of separation.
But
the idea may serve to indicate a likely
order for the behaviour of an annular
nozzle.)
From this follows the thought that, for a given back-pressure and
internal
egension area ratio,
significantly
more over-expansion must take
place in an ennular nozzle prior to separation than in a convcrgentdivergent.
Thus the off-design
thrust performance of the annular system
cm be expected to be worse.
4.0

Test results

The model was tested in tTJ0 :aays, at values of E.P.R. from 2 to 7,
First
as to produce considerable differewes
in level of Reynolds number.
it was run in quiescent air, the results for which are shorn in Figure 39
secondly in external flow at Um= 2.5, producing Figure 4.

SO
card

Two forms of Reynolds number are quoted.
The first,
Rex, is an equivalent flat plate Reynolds number, based on estimated conditions et the point
of incipient
separation - taken to bc where the pressure distribution
curve
leaves the inning-full
line.
This should truly characterise
the local
boundary layer state.
The second, Re*, is the throat Reynolds number, based
on sonic flow conditions
and a dimension ?-which, follor:ing
Reference 2, is
taken as the diameter of a circle having the same ar3a as the nozzle throat
(D" = 2.0 in.).
An obvious alte-mrztive d-imonsion nould be the ennular
this nil1 be discusscd further later on.
throat height (H* = 0.32 in.);
Throat Reynolds number is often used as a convcnicnt reference quantity.

-5Karked in Figures 3 and 4 is the position IThere the shroud ends, and
it can thus be seen that the pressure distributions
given correspond entirely
‘Gith a centrebody nozzle,
to the internal
expansion region of the nozzle.
it is of course necessary to distinguish
between pressure rises from shocks
The former are
occurring in the internal
and external expansion fields.
the latter
(e.g. Figures 27 and 28
clearly due to boundary layer separation;
of Reference 3) are not.
On curves A to D of Figure 3 are indicated by means of circular
nozzle with
symbols the limits
of pressure rise for 2 convergent-divergent
turbulent
separation occurring at the same Nach number, taken from
It is interesting
to ccmpere these circular
points nith the
Reference 1.
dashed line, drawn approximately vlhere the second phase of compression is
deemed to start.
This, as discussed in Section 3.0, corresponds to the
For curves
arrival
of the shock originating
on the shroud (see Figure 2).
It
E and F, this vrould lie beyond the band of pressure tappings used.
seems from this comparison that the pressure rise across the shock-boundaryt0
layer interaction
producing separation on a centrebody is quite similar
nozzle at the
(slightly
less thzn) that occurring in a convergent-divergent
same X.&h number.
The latter in turn is similar to the pressure rise on a
flat plate tlith induced separationl.
There seems no doubt th-at the boundaiy layer in Fi,we
3 was turbulent at separation, at least for curves S to F; curve 21 show what could
be a laminar foot.
On the other hand, in Figure 4 the boundary layer VKLS
clearly leminar throughout.
Reference 1 suggests thst a critical
value of
Rex exists around 0.7 million
for convergent-divergent
nozzles, and this is
broadly consistent nith Figures 3 and 49 implying that this criterion
may
also be sensibly ap:)lied to nozzles of centrebody form.
Such, indeed,
might be expected.
However, Rex is not suitable for general USC in predicting
boundary
For one thing, it grow
layer state in the divergent portion of a nozzle.
from a value close to zero at the throat.
A more convenient if less
meaningful quantity is Rc*, and for convergent-divergent
nozzles nith wall
half-angles
in the range IO0 to 15’, Reference 1 sug:;ests taking as a guide
a critical
value in the neighbourhood of 1.0 million.
It is certainly
not
obvious T;:hethcr this can be applied equally no11 to centrebody nozzles:
in
the first
&ace, there is the possible end uncertain effact of nail angle
outside the range given;
furthermore,
thcro is legitimate
doubt as to the
characteristic
dimension of an annular throct.
Of considerable interest,
therefore,
is the evidence of Figures 3 and
4 that the boundary layer is lominar at or below Be* = 0.61 million
md
This is in very fair
turbulent
above 1.46 million,
using the dimension D*.
agreement 75th the criterion
for convergent-divargont
nozzles citad from
Reference 1.
Since Ii+ is approximately
one-sixth of D*, it is quite certain
that the seme criterion
does not npgly to ccntrebody nozzles if H* is used as
characteristic
dimension.
This result,
namely that boundary layer properties may bo compared on a basis of D*k, could be of use in assessing frictional losses (see Appendix III of Refcrcnce 2).

-6590

Conclusions

A nozzle has been tested with conical centrebody and a parallel
outer
Ccntreshroud long enough to g5ve a large measure of internal
expansion.
body pressure distributions
have been obtained corresponding to both laminar
and turbulent boundary layers.
Because of the flow pattern in an annular nozzle, with separation
shocks generated on both centrebody and shroud, there are two phases of compression on the centrebody;
the overall pressure rise within the internal
expansion region may be a?groximately
double that on the walls of a
convergent-divergent
nozzle when separation occurs at the same Nach number.
The critical
separation Reynolds number criterion
for convergentdivergent nozzles can be applied sensibly to a centrebody:
this gives
0.7 million
as the lowest value for the boundary layer at separation to be
naturally
turbulent.
As a general guide to boundary layer state, c throat
Reynolds number is convenient;
this has to exceed a critical
value of around
1.0 million
to ensure a turbulent boundary layer in the divergent portion of
a convergent-divergent
nozzle, and the same criterion
also seems applicable
to a centrebody, provided that the characteristic
dimension is taken as the
diameter of a circle having the ssme area as the nozzle throat.
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